The biological cell is equipped with a variety of molecular machines that perform complex mechanical tasks such as cell division or intracellular transport. One can envision employing these biological motors in artificial environments. We review the progress that has been made in using motor proteins for powering or manipulating nanoscale components. In particular, kinesin and myosin biomotors that move along linear biofilaments have been widely explored as active components. Currently realized applications are merely proof-of-principle demonstrations. Yet, the sheer availability of an entire ready-to-use toolbox of nanosized biological motors is a great opportunity that calls for exploration.
It is of interest to ponder whether we can employ these biological nanomachines in artificial environments outside the cell to perform tasks that we design to our benefit (2, 3) . Or, at the very least, can these proteins provide us with the inspiration to mimic biocomponents or design artificial motors on comparable scales? Nature's Workhorses in the Cell In contrast to macroscopic machines, motor proteins operate in a world where Brownian motion and viscous forces dominate. The relevant energy scale here is k B T, the product of Boltzmann's constant and temperature, which amounts to 4 pN·nm. This may be compared to the~80 pN·nm of energy derived from hydrolysis of a single ATP molecule at physiological conditions. Thermal, nondeterministic motion is thus an important aspect of the dynamics of motor proteins. Let's briefly consider some examples of biomotors. The rotary engine F O F 1 -ATP synthase (Fig. 1A) synthesizes ATP from adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and phosphate (4) . The flow of protons along an electrochemical gradient through the membranebound F O motor drives rotation of the F O ring and the central stalk connecting the F O and F 1 motors. This induces conformational changes of the F 1 motor that drives the catalytic formation of ATP. Remarkably, the complex can also work in reverse, using the energy of ATP hydrolysis to drive the reverse rotation of the F 1 motor and subsequently pump protons against their electrochemical gradient.
The rotary bacterial flagellar motor (Fig. 1B) is used by bacteria such as Escherichia coli as a propulsion mechanism by spinning a helical flagellum (5) . This powerful motor, assembled from more than 20 different proteins, is driven by an inward proton flux that is converted by several torque-generating stators into a rotary motion of the cylindrical rings and central shaft. The motor generates torques of more than 10 3 pN·nm (250 k B T) and rotates at speeds of over 100 Hz (5) .
Linear-motion motors are found among the members of the super families of kinesin, dynein, and myosin proteins (6) (Fig. 1, C to E). These motors move in discrete steps along tracks made of long protein polymers (actin filaments for myosin, microtubules for kinesin and dynein) that form the cytoskeleton that extends throughout the cell. The structural polarity of these filaments (denoted by a plus and minus end) allows unidirectional movement of motors along their tracks. Cytoskeletal motors are involved in almost every aspect of controlled motion and force generation within cells, such as intracellular transport of materials ( Fig. 1C) (7) , cell division, or powering eukaryotic flagella and cilia. The contraction of a muscle is driven by the orchestrated sliding of series of actin filaments with respect to arrays of myosin motors (Fig. 1E) . Typically, a linear motor can generate forces of up to~10 pN.
Many other proteins exist that can use energy to perform work, such as ion channels, DNA-or RNA-processing enzymes (Fig. 1F) , ribosomes, or light-powered electron pumps, but these fall outside the scope of this review.
Muscle Power for Nanotechnology
One striking demonstration of a biomoleculepowered nanostructure is the construction of a nickel nanopropeller that rotates through the action of an engineered F 1 -ATPase motor (8) (Fig. 2A) . The directed assembly of the devices was controlled through genetic engineering of histidine tags that stuck the F 1 -ATPase onto nickel posts, with its central stalk protruding upwards. This connected to a nickel propeller of~1 mm length through biotinstreptavidin bonds. Addition of ATP caused rotation of the propeller. A metal-binding site was engineered into the motor and acted as a reversible on-off switch by obstructing the rotation upon binding of a zinc ion (9) , similar to the action of putting a stick between two cogwheels.
On a larger scale, gliding bacteria have been used to power a micromechanical device comprising a cogwheel-shaped rotor of 20-mm diameter rotating in a silicon track (10) . Bacteria adhered to the rotor, turning it with~2 rpm (Fig. 2B) . The increase in size (cells compared with individual proteins) is accompanied with larger torques, together with self-repairing properties. Cardiomyocytes (heart muscle) have been used to drive a self-assembled microwalker (11) . The coordinated contraction of muscle bundles, which were assembled onto ã 0.1-mm large two-legged SiO 2 structure, drove its stepwise movement with a speed of 38 mm/s.
Linear cytoskeletal kinesin and myosin motors have dominated the emerging field of proteinpowered devices because they are relatively robust and readily available. Actin and tubulin can be commercially purchased, whereas the motor proteins can be purified from cells or expressed in recombinant bacterial systems and harvested in large quantities. In their most basic geometry, these motor systems are employed in a so-called gliding assay, in which the cytoskeletal filaments (usually about 1 to 20 mm in length) are propelled by surface-bound motors (Fig. 2C) . The rotational flexibility of the motor stalks is high enough to rotate the randomly bound motors into the correct orientation for binding onto the microtubule or actin filament. Plus-end-directed motors will then propel the filaments with their minus end leading.
Like nanoscale trucks, the microtubules or actin filaments can act as shuttles that transport an attached cargo such as nanoparticles or DNA (12) (Fig. 2C) .
In an alternative geometry, motor-coated cargo can move along cytoskeletal filaments that are adsorbed onto a substrate. This requires the controlled placement of filaments onto a substrate and precoating of the cargo with motors. The inverted gliding geometry offers better opportunities, however, for actuation, functionalization, assembly, and control and is thus preferred. In general, multiple motors attach to a single filament shuttle, so that large forces (>>10 pN) can be generated. Another advantage is that the shuttles can routinely be interfaced to a variety of cargo using the biotinstreptavidin linkage or through antibodies.
Kinesin-and Myosin-Driven Transport on Chips
One vision is that motor proteins will be used for controlled cargo manipulation on a chip, with applications in sorting, separation, purification, or assembly of materials (2, 13) . To reach this goal, one needs to develop controlled motion along specific routes, directionality, coupling to cargo, external control, and steering.
A prerequisite of any useful transport system is that motion and transport can be (uni-) directionally guided along predesigned pathways. When filaments are absorbed randomly onto a substrate, the direction of cargo transport is random as well (Fig.   3A-I) . Therefore, considerable effort has been directed at creating confined motility by employing either chemical patterning of active motor proteins (14) or fabricated topographical patterns (Fig. 3A-II ) (15, 16) . A disadvantage of purely chemical patterns is that filaments easily derail from their tracks, which occurs when the leading end of the filament cannot find a new motor to bind to, whereas in purely topographically structured surfaces the selectivity of functional motor absorption is lost.
A combination of topographical and chemical patterning (17) , with the motor proteins only at the bottom of the trenches (Fig. 3A-III) , has proven to combine the best of both approaches with respect to guiding and confinement of microtubules (18) and actin (19) . The recent use of enclosed fluidic channels (20, 21) can be considered as a logical final step in the development toward confinement, offering much better perspectives for packaging (20) , and for the addressability of individual filaments through electric fields or flows (21) .
For sorting applications, it is desirable that motion occur unidirectionally. Because the motors bound to a surface are rotationally flexible, unidirectional motion in gliding geometries can only be achieved through reorientation of the filaments. One method exploits asymmetrical arrow-shaped structures (17) (Fig. 3B) that rely on the principle that the probability to traverse the rectifier structure depends on the direction from which the filament enters. This hands-off method can achieve up to 92% efficient rectification per arrow (22) . A different, active-control method is to use external force fields that bend and align the leading end of the motor-propelled filaments parallel to the field, which can be electric (15) , magnetic (23), or flow fields (24) . By subsequent fixation of the filaments to the underlying motors (using a chemical such as gluteraldehyde), the carpet can serve as a directionally aligned surface for motor-proteincoated cargoes (25, 26) .
The coupling of cargo to protein shuttles is relatively straightforward. The simplest configuration relies on the nonspecific electrostatic or hydrophobic adsorption of cargo onto kinesin, which was used for unidirectional transport of materials such as gold, polystyrene, and glass (25) . Biotinfunctionalized microtubules and actin filaments can be interfaced to any cargo with streptavidin groups. Using the inverted assay, transport of polystyrene beads (16), DNA molecules (12, 27) (Fig.  3C) , and quantum dots (28) has been demonstrated.
A disadvantage of these methods is that the cargo has to be prefunctionalized. Therefore, a promising and versatile method is the use of microtubules that are coated with antibodies to the cargo that needs to be transported (29, 30) . This technique was used to pick up tobacco mosaic virus particles (29) and specific proteins (30) from solution, which can be advantageous, for example, in sensing applications. A similar example is the use of microtubules coated with single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides, which could hybridize very specifically with its target DNA in solution, with sensitivity for a single-basepair mismatch (31) . Another interesting approach is the report on myosin-driven transport of gold nanowires (32) . The nanowires were created by catalytic enlargement of gold nanoparticles bound to actin filaments, while leaving some actin free to interact with the myosin-coated surface. This method could offer a way of assembling small electrical circuits.
One way to achieve reversible starting and stopping of the motility is to control the concentration of ATP or other necessary cofactors in solution. Light-controlled switching of the motility was achieved using caged ATP, an inactive form of ATP, in conjunction with hexokinase, an ATP-consuming enzyme. Flashes of ultraviolet (UV) light liberated the ATP, which was concurrently depleted by the hexokinase, creating spikes in the motility that lasted several minutes (16) . A faster time response of about 10 s was obtained through simply flushing hexokinase or ATP into the flow cell (33) , but this requires more elaborate handling.
Temperature modulation in a flow cell, as through the fabrication of an electrical heater on a cover slip, allowed for reversible control of the velocity of actin filaments (34) , although the motion could not be entirely stopped. Another method exploits thermo-responsive polymers on a surface to control the motility of microtubules (35) . The polymers, absorbed between the kinesin molecules, are in an extended configuration at low temperatures, which then sterically prevent gliding of the microtubules (Fig. 3D) . Increasing the temperature shrinks the polymers and allows the microtubules to interact with the motors. By spatial patterning of these polymers, this technique can be of use for gating the density of motile microtubules. Another method of locally gating the microtubule density has exploited electric fields to attract microtubules onto a kinesin-coated gold surface (36) .
Control of the direction of individual microtubules has recently become possible through the use of electric or magnetic forces. By using enclosed fluidic channels, one can apply strong electric fields very locally that act on the leading tip of a microtubule (which is electrically charged). In this way, individual microtubules approaching a Y junction can be steered into the desired direction by an electric field that is applied through a channel perpendicular to the junction (Fig. 3E) (21) . The combination of electric and fluidic technologies is advantageous for on-chip integration. Magnetic fields have been used to direct the motility of microtubules that were functionalized with small magnetic particles (23) .
The latest advances in the field of biomolecular motors in nanotechnology have made it clear that we can use motor proteins to drive nanoscale components and that we can interface proteins selectively to different materials. We can control the placement of motor proteins through self-assembly, confine their motion, and exert electrical, chemical, or physical control, sometimes even over single proteins. These isolated demonstrations have, however, not yet been integrated into functional and useful devices. Currently, denaturation of proteins limits the lifetime of a regular gliding assay to several days, although separation between fabrication and use of assembled devices can be achieved through freezing and lyophilization (37) .
Outlook: Will Biomotors Make Their Way?
When people think of molecular motors and areas for their applications, they initially come up with scaled-down extensions of macroscopic systems: rotary motors to drive a propeller, and linear motors as locomotives pulling cargo. A recurring theme is the building of a molecular transport system or assembly line using kinesin or myosin motors (Fig. 4A) . Indeed, applications can be imagined along these lines, where antibodyfunctionalized shuttles capture and separate target molecules that are present in otherwise undetectably low quantities in an analyte. Such a motorassisted nanotechnology can be used for concentration of molecules and more sensitive detection.
Other areas where a role for motor proteins is envisioned include the use of motors to drive and accelerate self-assembly processes of nano- (Fig. 2B) ], or to drive small fluidic pumps (38) . Ideas for applications that employ the massively parallel nature of autonomous molecular motors include the use of kinesin-propelled microtubules as a probe for surface topography (39) or for biocomputational maze-solving, where a large number of motile probes find different ways through a microfabricated maze (40) .
Many of these applications are little more than proof-of-principle examples, for which more developed alternative technologies exist. For example, a biomolecular transport system should be gauged against lab-on-a-chip or micro-totalanalysis systems, which are fairly well established technologies. Perhaps, though, the applicability of biomotors is merely limited by the imagination and creativity of researchers (including us). Progress in the field will likely come from integration of achievements of the past few years into more complete and functional devices. Promising in this respect is the sol-gel packaging of vesicles containing bacteriorhodopsin, a lightdriven proton pump, and F O F 1 -ATP synthase (41) (Fig. 4B) . Upon illumination of these sol gels, protons are pumped into the vesicles and ATP is created outside the vesicle by the ATP synthase. Besides the excellent stability of these gels (bacteriorhodopsin continued functioning for a month), this technology provides a convenient packaging method and a way to use light energy for fueling devices. Another interesting development is the engineering of polypeptides that can specifically bind to inorganic materials (42) . When engineered into motor proteins, this technology could provide new opportunities for motor-driven nanoscale assembly of different materials.
A related but even more futuristic field is the development of artificial molecular machines by bottom-up organic chemistry (43) . Artificial molecular machines are synthesized molecules that can switch between different shapes upon illumination with light or through electrochemical reactions. An illustrative example is shown in Fig.  4C . The molecular motor molecules, embedded within the surface of a textured liquid crystal film, induce the rotation of a macroscopic glass particle through a continuous reorganization of the film texture (44) . Although the stability of these molecular machines is probably superior to proteins, their control, directionality, and interface to the outside world are yet far less developed (43) .
The small size and force-exerting capabilities of motor proteins and the range of opportunities for specific engineering give them unique advantages over current human-made motors. Upon studying and using biomotors, we will gather a lot of knowledge that is of interest to biology, material science, and chemistry, and it is reasonable to expect spin-offs for medicine, sensors, electronics, or engineering. The exploration of biomotors in technology will thus remain an interdisciplinary playground for many years to come.
